




Republicans of Jones County 

Public Forum Agenda 
 

  

Welcome                              

 

Prayer                              

  

Pledge of Allegiance                 

  

Opening                          

 

Forum                            Elected Official   Title                         

  

Closing Statements               

 

 

The Republican Party is “owned” by the same people who constitutionally “own” the 

United States Government – The People.  In the case of our party, it is “owned” by like-

minded people who believe in principles The Republican Party over the years have 

espoused: 

 

· Smaller Government 

· Lower taxes 

· A Strong National Defense 

· Fiscal Conservatism 

· Individual Liberties and Responsibilities 

· Free Enterprise 

· Equal rights, Equal justice, and Equal opportunity 

· The Rule of Law 

· Ethical conduct 

· Commonsense 

 

As the members of America’s greatest political party, the Jones County Republicans duly 

call together a meeting of like-minded citizens and public officials to a Public Forum to 

bring together our thoughts and actions pursuant to the recent disenfranchisement of 

Republican voters, and to set a path of reconciliation to move our party forward for the 

future. 
 

 

 

 

 

Rojc2014@gmail.com  | Twitter @repjonesco  | FaceBook Republicans of Jones County 



 

 

FORUM QUESTIONS: 

 

1.      In Mississippi, the opportunity for “party raiding” (defined as – “THE ORGANIZED SWITCHING 

OF BLOCKS OF VOTERS FROM ONE PARTY TO ANOTHER IN ORDER TO MANIPULATE THE 

OUTCOME OF THE OTHER PARTY’S PRIMARY ELECTION.” 

http://definitions.uslegal.com/p/party-raiding/ ) is possible through the statutes of our half open/half 

closed primary system.  In light of the current actions of fellow Republicans in the US Senate Race, Do 

you condone party raiding?    

Yes OR No 

 

A) If so, would you consider using this tactic in future elections you are involved in either as a 

candidate or as an advisor? Also, if you condone party raiding, would you use this tactic in a 

campaign within your own party’s primary election?  Why do you condone party raiding? 

  

B) If not, seeing that you are against the tactic of party raiding, would you speak publicly against its 

use in the future, even if the candidate using it was someone you publicly endorse?  

 

C) As a MSGOP elected official who is against party raiding, would you have any reason to not 

speak out publicly against it if it occurred in a MSGOP primary?   

 

D) Have you spoken out publically of your support or opposition to the party raiding that took place 

in our US Senate Race, or do you not believe that party raiding took place? 

  

  

2.     As a MS Republican, who chose to agree with Republican principles, do you agree with recruiting 

Democrat voters into the Republican Primary elections?   

 

A) If so, which is your preference of recruiting Democrat voters: any means necessary to win, or 

sharing the vision and conservative principles of the MSGOP?  

B) If not, are you saying that Democrat voters should stay out of the Republican Primary? 

 

 
3.  In the previous election there were millions of dollars spent by outside groups.  In the future, if an 

outside group who supported your candidacy during a Republican primary used inflammatory tactics to 

promote party raiding, would you speak up publically against such tactics as soon as the tactics were used, 

rather than after the primary? 

  

4.     Do you believe that our Republican Primary System needs to be reformed in the state of Mississippi?  

 

A) If yes, why?   

B) If yes, how? 

C) If no, why not? 

  

  

5.     Do you feel that party raiding has diminished the faith of the Republican voters in the Mississippi 

primary system? 

 

A) If yes, what can be done to re-establish that faith? 

B) If no, explain. 
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